
 

 

 

                                                                                                                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OAMR Reception home learning grid  
 

Monday 15th June 

2020 

Phonics 

Help your child to use their phonics to make a list of all the places that they have 

been to. These could range from the very close (e.g. their bedroom!), to the familiar 

(e.g. school, the park, the shops, soft play) to the far away (e.g. grandparents houses, 

places they have been on holiday). For an extra challenge – can you sort the places 

into groups of places that are near and places that are far? Here is the start of Miss 

Parsons’ list: 

Near Far 

My flat 
Marksbury road school 
The dentist 

My mum and dad’s house 
Scotland 
India 

 

Maths 

Today we will be learning about telling the time.  We will be mainly focusing on o’clock 

times and noticing the difference between the length of the hands.  Watch this song to help 

learn about o’clock times and/or look a clock with hands and talk about it.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TaFQslk37xg  

If you have a suitable analogue (clock with hands) at home then you can use this or make 

your own clock similar to the one shown in the video below. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jl_GRJVlc5E  

 

Sing ‘Hickory Dickory Dock, the mouse ran up the clock.  The clock struck ____, the 

mouse ran down. Hickory, dickory dock!’  Each time your adult fills in the gap with an 

o’clock time show them this time on your clock. 

 

Literacy 

Look at the pictures entitled ‘Monday maps’ together and ask your 

child the following questions. Suggested child friendly answers to 

the questions are in italics, but feel free to pitch these differently 

based on your child’s prior knowledge of maps!   

Picture 1 – Satellite map 

What is this a picture of? (It’s a photograph of our planet taken 

from space)                                                                

What do the different colours show us? (The blue is the sea, the 

green is the land covered with trees and grass, the yellow/brown is 

the desert and the white is the ice or snow)                          

What do you think the red arrow is pointing to? (It’s the country 

we live in – England!) 

Picture 2 – World map  

Compare this map with the satellite map – what is the same and 

what is different? Hopefully your child will notice there is still blue 

for the sea on the world map, and they may notice the shapes of the 

land masses are the same.  

Explain that this map is also showing us our planet, however this is 

a drawing and not what it really looks like from space!  The 

colours are used to show us different countries, and the words 

written tell us the names of those countries. Can you find our 

country on this map? Help your child to identify England. If you 

have ever been abroad then it would be lovely to point out the 

countries you have visited on the map and talk about how close or 

far they are. If you have friends or family who live abroad you can 

also point these countries out!  

Finish your discussion by watching ‘Me on the Map’ being read 

aloud to contextualise this information - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rkEP1ouM3cM  
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